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Convert & Backup DVD collections to playback on the mobile devices. Convert DVD to mobile
device in viewable formats

Super faster than other DVD converters

One-click ripping
Flexible converting modes: Entire Disc, Main Movie and Customize
High Video & Audio quality
Support most popular mobile device like iPod, PSP, iPhone, cellphones, etc.
Compatible with Win XP/Vista/7

Key Features

Three converting modes  
BlazeDVD for Mobile has three converting modes: Entire Disc, Main Movie and Customize.
Entire Disc lets you convert the whole DVD to mobile devices and you can convert main movie
withuout menu, subtitle, etc. 

One-click solution  
Easy to use is a great feature of Blaze DVD for Mobile - DVD to Mobile converter software.
Without any complicated configeration, you can finish DVD to video converting with just  one
click. 

Customize output size
Customize converting mode enables you to freely select any segment of the movie to convert.
And you can selet the most suitable output size to fit for your mobile device memory.

Mobile devices supported  
The converted video could be playback on most popular mobile device in the market such as
iPod, PSP, iPhone, BlackBerry, Zune, Nokia, LG, Motorola and other cellphones.

Source DVD previewer  
The built-in DVD player allows you to have a preview on the source DVD in the mini window
before converting. So you can have a general idea on the the source DVD to convert.

Perfect video & audio quality  
This DVD to mobile converter support real-time and schedully copy  a wonderful episode of
DVD/ Video/ Live TV as MPEG video  and record DVD/ Live TV as MP3 file.

Flexible target location 
BlazeDVD for Mobile allows you to freely specify the destination folder. You can save the
converted file both on hard drive and on mobile device.

Customizable resolution  
Different devices have different resolution, our DVD to mobile converter software empowers
you to customize the output video resolution to fit your mobile device.

Advanced settings  
Advanced settings of the DVD to mobile converter enables you to Auto detele temporary files
when finshed and Auto turn off computer when finished.

Multiple language  
Blaze DVD Copy for Mobile suppot many popular languages, inluding English, Spanish, French,
Greek, German, Polish and so on. No language barrier in your DVD to Mobile conversion
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process.

System Requirements

Compatible with Win XP/Vista/7
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